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Categorical shape theory was introduced in a series of articles by Deleanu, Hilton 
and Frei ([5], [6], [7] and (81). It provided not only a convenient language for 
handling purely categorical questions which arose in shape theory, but also fitted 
very neatly into several categorical areas, notably the study of Kan extensions (cf. 
Frei-Kleisli [9] and [lo]). 
In this note we give some methods for inducing functors between shape 
categories. A preliminary version of these constructions appeared as part of our 
1978 Esquisses notes [3], however as there have been several advances since that 
time (notably arising from the use of distributors in [2]) and as those notes had an 
extremely limited distribution, it has seemed advisable to write an improved version. 
We include illustrative examples which show that many of the functors arising 
naturally in situations involving monads can be interpreted as shape induced 
functors. This is in line with the examples given by Deleanu, Hilton and Frei which 
calculate the shape category of a functor having a left adjoint. 
1. Categorical shape theory 
As we want to be able to look at some examples from the theory of rings (com- 
pare Frei-Kleisli [9]), we shall adopt the convention that all our categories are 
V-categories where V is a monoidal closed category. Our examples will be mainly 
given for V = Yefs or V = .Yb, the category of abelian groups, but the results have 
interesting implications in other cases as well notably when V is the category of 
simplicial sets. We shall usually omit mention of V but one must remember, for 
instance, that ‘db-things’ are additive. Likewise to avoid obscuring technical detail 
we have given proofs only for V= Yets although the general case is similar. 
Recall that given a functor K: A -+ B, the shape category S,: of K has as objects 
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the objects of B and, if X, Y are in B 
SK(X, Y) = Nat(B( Y, K - ), B(X, K - )) 
with the obvious composition. 
There is a canonical functor SK : B -+ SK defined as the identity on objects and by 
S,(f) = B(f, K - ) on morphisms. 
As Frei points out in [8], this approach of embedding SK as a full subcategory of 
(VA)“p has some connections with the ideas of Applegate and Tierney [l] on 
“Categories with models”. Following this we shall call the objects of A, the models 
used in the shape theory. It is precisely when one changes the models that one gets 
the simplest form of induced functor. 
2. Change of models 
Suppose given a functor L : C +B and (SL, SL) the associated shape theory. if 
F: A+C is another functor, then writing K=LF we have the following result. 
Proposition 2.1. F induces a functor F* : SL + SK such that F*SL = SK. 
Proof. Since both SL and SK are the identity on objects, it must be the same for F*, 
thus F*(B) = B for each object B of SL. 
If u:B(Y,L-)-+B(X,L-) is a SL-morphism then we must specify what 
[F*(u)(A)](f) is for ~EB(Y,KA). Since B( Y, KA) = B( Y, LF(A)), defining 
[F*(u)(A)](f) = [u(FA)](f) works and satisfies F*SL = SK as required. (We have 
written the proof for V = ye&, the necessary changes for general V are routine.) 
Examples. 1. For any category B, the shape theory of Id : B-B is, of course, 
(B, la). Given any functor F: A+B we thus get an induced 
F*:B-+SF 
and as F*Sld=SF, F* is, in fact, just SF itself. 
2. Taking V = &I, Frei and Kleisli [9] mention that given a commutative ring A 
and an associative A-algebra B with structure morphism K: A + B all considered as 
small V-categories, SK = (EndA B)“P, the opposite of the ring of A-endomorphisms 
of B. 
Given a commutative diagram 
A-C 
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we get, by Proposition 2.1, an induced ring homomorphism 
F* : (Endc B)“P * (End* B)“P. 
This is the usual ‘change of rings’ morphism. 
3. If F is the inclusion of a subcategory A into C, then F* can be loosely 
interpreted as a sort of ‘A-localisation’ of the L-shape. For instance in the classical 
situation of Borsuk shape, one has B, the homotopy category of compact metric 
spaces, C, the full subcategory of B consisting of CW-spaces and one might take A 
to be a ‘local’ subcategory of C such as that given by the p-local spaces (p some 
fixed prime). F* exists without any conditions on A and tells you how to compare 
the information coming from the two shape theories. 
4. Deleanu and Hilton [5] show that, if K: A-B has a left adjoint, then SK is 
isomorphic to the Kleisli category B-r of the monad generated by the adjunction. 
Suppose therefore that A and C are monadic over B with underlying B-object 
functors K,L respectively. (Thus we are assuming that the underlying B-object 
functor of A factors through that of C.) We suppose K, -I K, L, -IL and write IK, lt 
for the monads they generate. Thus SKaB,< and SL =B,, the respective Kleisli 
categories. Proposition 2.1 gives us a functor 
F*:B,-+B,K 
. . 
satisfying F*F, = FIK. 
This functor is easily described explicitly. If f b: X -+ Y is represented by 
f: X -+ LL, Y (cf. MacLane [14], p. 143), one has F*(fb) is the composite 
/ Lrl; 
X-LL,Y- LFK, Y= KK, Y 
where q;: L, Y --* FK, Y is the morphism corresponding in the adjunction to 
vu: Y-+LFKIY=KK,Y. 
Since the results of Bourn-Cordier [2], show that any shape theory has this form 
provided one works within the category of distributors, this furnishes a general 
description of the change of models functor. 
3. Exact squares and induced functors 
In the change of rings situation, one expects to get a functor going in the opposite 
direction, at least at the level of modules (cf. Frei-Kleisli [9] for the link between 
shape and module theory). Here if we try to induce a functor 
given K= LF as above, one finds one ?eeds extra conditions on F. 
Similarly if one ‘changes B’, 
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G 
B-D 
K 
\/ 
L 
A 
then to induce some G* : SK +SL such that G*SK =SL one needs extra conditions 
on G. 
To handle both inductions at once, it is convenient to introduce exact squares. 
These are due to Guitart and Van den Bril ([l l] and [IS]) in the general form used 
here. Earlier versions were used by Deleanu and Hilton [4], MacDonald [13] and 
also by us in our 1978 notes [3]. 
Suppose given a diagram 
F2 
B-D 
B 
89 
K I I L Fl 
A-C 
where 8 is a natural transformation between F2K and LF,. 
For each B in B. C in C and A in A, one has a canonical V-morphism 
0,&l) : B(B,KA)@C(F,A, C) -+D(F$, LC) 
given by 
e,cW(f,g) = L(g) o WI) o Fz(f). 
Taking the coend with respect o A gives a natural V-morphism 
- 5 
A 
dB,C: B(B,KA)@C(F,A, C) * D(F2B, LC). 
The square is said to be exact if for each B, C, f?B,, is an isomorphism. 
Remark. For V = Yefs, this is equivalent o the following. 
There is functor, for each B in B 
ffB: Bk-+F2BiL 
given by ‘image under F2’, i.e. 
HB(~A)=(B(A)Fz(~),F~(A)). 
The square is exact if and only if for each B, HB is initial. 
In the following we write F = (F[, K, 0, K,F2) for the exact square considered 
above. 
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Theorem 3.1. Given an exact square F = (F,, L, 8, K, Fz), there is an inducedfunctor 
F*:SK-‘SL 
satisfying F,SK = S,F2. 
Proof. The condition “F*SK=SLF~” implies that we should take F, to be F, on 
objects, i.e. F*(B) = F*(B) for each B in B. 
Now suppose u :X -+ Y is a K-shape morphism, i.e. 
u:B(Y,K-)-+B(X,K-). 
(As usual we work with the case V = .Yets leaving the necessary modifications to 
handle the general case to the reader.) We let F,(u)(C) for C in C be the unique 
V-morphism making the diagram 
5 
8YC 
A B(Y,KA)OC(F,A,C) ; ’ D(F2KLC) 
‘A 
1 
u(AmC(F,A,C) F*(u)(C) 
commute. (The general case is simply obtained by formulating this diagram in terms 
of the end calculus.) 
The properties of F,(u) necessary to make it represent an L-shape morphism are 
immediate consequences of this diagram. 
Specialising to the cases where F1 or F2 is the identity, we get the cases with which 
we started this section. 
If Fi = (Fi, 1, Kz,Bi, Ki, Fz, 1) and Fz= (Fl.2, Kj, 82, K2, F2.2) are two exact squares 
then so is 
where e3= e2Fl, 0 F22t4. 
Proposition 3.2. If F2 *F, is defined, (F2 *F,)* =F2.0FI. and the identity exact 
square (Id, K, Id, K, Id) induces the identity functor on SK. 
This is a restatement (without using distributors) of the result discussed on pages 
184- 185 of [2]. The proof is routine. Of course this expresses the functoriality of the 
shape construction with respect o the category Ex with functors as morphisms and 
exact squares as morphisms. In fact as is shown in [2] this functoriality extends to a 
2-category level. Explicitly we restate the following. 
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Proposition 3.3. Given exact squares F = (F,, K, 8, L, F2) and G = (G,, K, 0, L, G2) 
and two natural transformations vI : F, +G,, v2: F2 - Gzsatisfying L(v,)O = @v,(K), 
then there is a naturaL transformation v *: F,-+G, such that for any B in SK, 
v+(B) = SL(V~(@). 
Again the proof is fairly routine; alternatively see [2]. 
4. Examples and applications 
4.1. Change of models 
Given the simplicity of the change of models construction given in Section 2, it 
would be strange if there was no connection with the exact square construction. 
Suppose 
B----=-+B \\ 
K 
1 I 
L F=(F,L,Id,K,Id) 
F 
A-C 
is exact then we have 
It is natural to ask what the composites look like. 
Proposition 4.1. If F =(F, L,Id, K,Id) is an exact square then F,: SK-+S~ is an 
isomorphism of categories with inverse F*. 
Proof. Let u : B(Y,K-)-+B(X,K-) then 
but 
F*(F,W)(A) = F&WA), 
Al eYFA 
B(Y,KA,)OC(FA,,FA) --+--+ B(Y,KA) 
I 
s Al W,)OC(FA,,FAA) 
s Al B(X, KA 1 ,)OWA .I,FA) ‘X FA L 1 1 WX, KA) 
commutes, hence F*(F*(u)) = U. 
Similarly let IJ : B( Y, L - ) -+ B(X, L - ) and calculate F*(F*(o)), but 
Funcfors bef ween shape categories 
-A 
! B( Y, LFA)@ C(FA, C) 
I 
* B(Y,LC) 
o(FA)@ C(FA. C) u(C) 
1 1 
B(X, W/l)@ C(FA, C) = ’ B(X LC) 
commutes so F@*(V)) = IJ. 
As both functors are the identities on objects this completes the proof. 
Corollary 4.2. Suppose F = (F, L, Id, K, Id) is exact and that G i F(r,-, E) (i.e. G is Ieft 
adjoint to F via counit/unit V/E) then, provided 
G = (G, K, Lr/, L, Id) 
is exact, G* = F*. 
Proof. Using 3.3 one gets 
(I?, Id) : Id + FG 
in Ex (as a 2-category) induces q+ : Id + F,G* and q+(B) = SL(Ids) = Ids so q* is the 
identity natural transformation and F* = G*. 
Remark. As usual we have given proofs for 4.1 and 4.2 in the case V= .Yets only 
leaving the modification to general V to the reader who needs the enriched case. In 
this case of set based shape, 4.1 and 4.2 should come as no surprise. If 
F = (F, L, Id, K, Id) is exact then each morphism from B to LC factors through one 
from B to some LFA = KA, i.e. objects from A are better ‘approximations’ than 
those from C. Thus all L-shape theoretic information on B is contained in its 
K-shape. 
4.2. Relative adjoints 
In [3] we adapted earlier ideas of Deleanu-Hilton [4] (also used by MacDonald in 
[13]). The result was a notion which was exactly that of exact squares of type 
(F,, L Id, K F2). 
One of the problems with exact squares is that (initially) non-trivial examples are 
a bit hard to come by (although even fairly trivial examples do give significant 
induced functors). However local or relative adjoints do provide such examples. 
(We work with V = Yets.) 
Given a square 
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F2 
B-D 
A-C 
5 
we say (Fz,FI) has a relative (K,L) right adjoint if 
(a) F, : A + C has a right adjoint G : C-A with natural isomorphism 
vAVc : C(F,A, C)= A@, CC). 
(b) There is a natural isomorphism 
OB,c: D(F,B,LC)aB(B,KGC) 
with 
e,,c(L(c)) = K(WA.C(C)) 
for each c: FIA --) C in C. 
Proposition 4.3. If (Fz, F,) has a relative (K, L) right adjoint, then 
F2 
B-D 
N 
K T I L 6 
A-C 
is exact. 
Proof. We have by routine calculation 
x4 B(Y, KA)@C(F,A, C) A 
s 
A B(Y, KA)@A(A, CC) 
=B(Y,KGC) 
=D(&Y,LC) 
so it remains to check that this isomorphism is the right one. The isomorphism in the 
definition of exactness ends fog to L(g)Fl(f). Our isomorphism gives 
f@g -fog’ with wA,ctg)=g’ 
=K(g’)fO 1 
-K(g’)f = k-&L(g))f 
t 
%A, C) 
which proves the proposition. 
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Reference to Deleanu-Hilton [4] and MacDonald [ 131 will now give applications 
of these ideas to various topological shape theories. Actually neither reference 
mentions shape theory but we hope the reader will be convinced that that is what the 
papers are using. 
4.3. ‘Classical’ examples of exact squares and their induced functors 
In [15] Van den Bril gives many interpretations of exact squares in ‘classical 
terms’. We shall use his examples to illustrate the scope of induced functors. 
(a) Identity squares. These are 
F 
B B A-C * 
I I K K and 
A A A-C 
F 
and induce the identity and F itself, respectively. 
(b) Absolute Kan extensions. Recall (MacLane [14]) that a Kan extension is 
absolute if it is preserved by any functor. Van den Bril [IS] proves: 
(i) The square 
B B 
0% 
K I I L F 
A-C 
is exact if and only if (L, I$) is an absolute Kan extension of K along F. 
This is a more general case than change of models. It tells us how to construct new 
shape theories by ‘base extension’. 
Given K: A 4B such that the absolute Kan extension L of K along F exists, one 
obtains a new shape theory (SL, SL) and a comparison functor from (SK, SK) as well. 
It tells one little or nothing about that new shape theory however. 
(ii) The square 
G 
B-C 
es 
K I II F 
A-C 
is exact if and only if (G, @) is an absolute Kan extension of F along K. 
The existence of the induced functor from SK to C is a particular case of the 
stronger result which states that pointwise Kan extensions are shape invariant, (see 
Deleanu-Hilton (51 or Frei [7].) 
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(c) Partial adjoints and adjoint pairs. Given functors G: A-D, F: A-C, 
L : C-D and a natural transformation 0 : G + LF, one says that F is partially 
adjoint to L along G (written F i, L(G)) if given any f: GA -*LX, the category of 
factorisations of f as L(c)@(A) for c: FA + C is non-empty and connected. If G is 
the identity, this reduces to the ordinary situation with 0 : I +LF, the unit of the 
adjunction. 
In terms of exact squares one has 
G 
A-D 
!zJ% 
I 
L 
F 
A-C 
is exact if and only if Fi, L(G). 
Similarly the ‘change of B’ square 
G 
B-D 
@% 
K 
T T 
L 
A A 
is exact if and only if G + K but with Q as counit. 
The ordinary cases are: 
(i) 
A A 
rl$ 
I 
G i.e. F-tG(q,&) 
A-C 
F 
and (ii) 
F 
B-A 
i.e. FiG(q,c). 
A A 
We will denote these two exact squares by F(i) and F(ii) for the rest of this section. 
Note that in each case the shape category is a Kleisli category. In (i) it is A; for 
T= GF and in (ii) BT for T= GF. 
The induced functors are 
F(i)* : A-* AT, F(ii)* : Bv *A. 
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F(i)* is the ‘free’ functor FT (cf. MacLane [14]). To identify F(ii), we compose 
squares as follows: 
B-A 
i= FqLj F 
c* 
1 = 
B-A A 
to get 
F 
B-A 
a 
= 
I I 
= 
F 
B-A 
so that 
F(ii)* FT = F. 
This leads one to suspect hat F(ii)* is the comparison functor for this situation. 
Such an identification is immediate if we show that 
GF(ii), = Gu, 
the second part of the Kleisli category adjunction (MacLane [14], p. 144). 
Consider therefore the composite 
A A-B A-B 
G 
We denote the composite exact square by F(iii). We have 
GF(ii),= F(iii)*. 
F(iii), is certainly T= GF on objects and, modulo identifying So with BT, it is easy 
enough to check that it is in fact Gr. 
Thus both the free and comparison functors associated with the Kleisli category 
can be obtained as functors induced from exact squares. 
4.4. Additive examples 
So far we have not exploited the.additive case explicitly, even though most of 
what we have done is applicable there. To remedy this deficiency slightly we shall 
look briefly at exact squares and induced functors in this case. To aid in the 
interpretation, we shall restrict to rings (i.e. all categories hall have one object). 
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Suppose 
F2 
B---yD 
e 
K 
T I 
L 
A-C 
Fl 
is an exact square. Then B is determined by an element de D such that 
dF2VXa)) = UFt(a))d 
for all aE A. 
The square defines a morphism (and for convenience we shall assume A, C 
commutative) 
&CO~B-+D 
given by 
d(c@b) = L(c)dF2(b). 
The square’s exactness corresponds to d being an isomorphism. Thus in particular 
F2 
B-D 
K 
i I 
L 
A-C 
F, 
is exact if (F2,L) induces an isomorphism 
C@,B-+D. 
As SK = End,(B)“P and SL = Endc(D we have that these exact squares in rings are 
the ‘extension of base’ diagrams and the induced functor in shape is the change of 
rings morphism 
End,+(B) --*End&@, B). 
We shall not attempt here to look at the implications of this result for the 
applications in Module Theory and Representation Theory studied by Frei and 
Kleisli ((91, (lo] and [12]). 
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